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What are 
Google 
search 
ads?

Every second, there are 2.3 
million searches performed 
on Google, search ads are an 
extremely effective way of 
driving relevant, qualified 
traffic to your website exactly 
when people are searching for 
the types of products or 
services your business offers.

Google has made 
pay-per-click (PPC) ads in 
search results visually similar 
to organic results so it's 
unobtrusive. 

Since search ads are 
non-intrusive and mostly very 
useful, they are, by default, 
immune to ad-blocking 
software.

It's perfect for Intent 
Marketing

It is a way new businesses 
can get featured on the first 
page of search results while 
they are building their SEO. 



How 
Google 
Search 
Ads work.



PPC 
Search 
Glossary

Keywords - Keywords are the words or word phrases you choose for 
your ads, and will help to determine where and when your ad will appear. 

Quality Score - A quality score is the measurement from Google based 
on the relevancy of your ad headline, description, keywords and 
destination URL to your potential customer seeing your ad. A higher 
Quality Score can get you better ad placement and lower costs.

Ad extensions - Ad extensions are extra information about your 
business, such as your local address, phone number, and even coupons 
or additional websites. 

Campaign Type - Your campaign type is where you want your ads to be 
seen. Google has: “Search Network only”  / “Display Network only”  / 
“Search Network with Display Select”

Match Types: Keyword match types is the level of laxity you allow around 
your keywords. For Google Ads there are five different match types. You 
need to know each type in detail so that you can make the right decision 
regarding which ones you want to add to your campaign.



Keywords 



Awareness (top)

Words or phrases describing your product or service that you choose to help determine 
when and where your ad can appear.

● The keywords you choose are used to show your ads to people. Select high-quality, 
relevant keywords for your ad campaign to help you reach only the most interested 
people, who are more likely to become your customers.

● When someone searches on Google, your ad could be eligible to appear based on 
the similarity of your keywords to the person's search terms, as well as your 
keyword match types. Keywords are also used to match your ad to sites in the 
Google Network that are related to your keywords and ads.

● A great keyword list can help improve the performance of your ads and help you to 
avoid higher prices. Poor keywords can ultimately cause you to have higher prices 
and lower ad position.

What are 
Keywords



5 types of keywords
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Google Ads Account Structure (Search)



RECAP SLIDE

QUIZ



Creating your first 
Search Ad 



Finish setting up you 
tag manager and web 

tracking.



Audiences and 
Segments: The 

Foundation Of Your 
Remarketing Strategy



Logging In To Google 
Analytics Account & 

Retrieving Your 
Analytics Tracking Tag



Analyzing, Optimizing and Ad 
fraud prevention

Placement Exclusions Adjusting bids Some optimization tools

SEMrush
Crazy Egg
PPC Protect
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